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LSU Press

Column editors: Julia A. Gammon (Univ. of Akron) <RIJAG@VM1.CC.UAKRON.EDU> and Kathleen Kettermann (Univ. of North Carolina Press) <kjketter@email.unc.edu>

Louisiana State University Press has provided four interesting not-to-miss lists for this issue of Against the Grain: 1) an All-Time bestsellers list; 2) a Civil War bestsellers list; 3) an African-American history bestsellers list; and 4) a Southern history bestsellers list. All of these lists reflect the Press' publishing strengths.

Founded in 1935, and with about 1,000 titles in print on a wide range of topics, the Press concentrates in the areas of humanities and social sciences, Southern studies, French studies, Latin American studies, poetry, music, and political science. Besides publishing about 80 books per year, LSU Press also puts out one journal called the Journal of Macroeconomics. Find a list that interests you and see which titles you might have missed the first time around.

LSU Press Southern History Bestsellers

Woodward/Origins of the New South, 1877-1913. $39.95c; $16.95p
Percy/Lanterns on the Levee. $11.95p
Trelease/White Terror. $17.95p
Woodward/Burdens of Southern History, 3rd Edition. $35c; $11.95p
Hair/Kingfish and His Realm. $24.95p
Liebling/Earl of Louisiana. $11.95p
Muhlenfeld/Mary Boykin Chestnut. $11.95p
Faust/Jamer Henry Hammond. $16.95p
Niven/John C. Calhoun. $12.95p
Bauer/Zachary Taylor. $14.95p

LSU Press African-American History Bestsellers

Northup/Twelve Years A Slave. $11.95p
Blassingame/Slave Testimony. $19.95p
Davis/Nella Larsen,Novelist of the Harlem Renaissance. $34.95c; $17.95p
Carter/Scottsboro. $14.95p
Foner/Nothing But Freedom. $9.95p
Hall/Africans in Colonial Louisiana. $16.95p
Hogan/William Johnson's Natchez. $18.95p
Jordan/Tumult and Silence at Second Creek. $24.95c; $16.95p
Franklin/Race and History. $12.95p
Davis/Barber of Natchez. $11.95p

LSU Press Civil War Bestsellers

Warner/Generals in Gray. $29.95c
Warner/Generals in Blue. $34.95c
Rhea/Battle of the Wilderness. $34.95c
Wyeth/That Devil Forrest. $17.95p
Wiley/Life of Johnny Reb. $29.95c; $11.95p
Wiley/Life of Billy Yank. $39.95c; $11.95p
Davis/Papers of Jefferson Davis, Volumes I-VIII
McPherson/What They Fought For. $16.95c
Trudeau/Out of the Storm. $16.95p
Trudeau/Last Citadel. $16.95p
Cunningham/Doctors in Gray. $14.95p
Connelly/Autumn of Glory, $34.95c
Connelly/Army of the Heartland. $29.95c

<http://www.against-the-grain.com>

LSU Press All-Time Bestsellers

2. Rhea/Battle of the Wilderness. $34.95c 0-8071-1873-7 1994.
4. Gleason/Plantation Homes of Louisiana. $45.00c 0-8071-1058-2 1982.
8. Northup/Twelve Years A Slave. $11.95p 0-8071-0150-8 1968.
9. Warner/Generals in Blue. $34.95c 0-8071-0822-7 1964.
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